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- Vanitygen CLI support (Vanitygen.exe) - OCLVanitygen support (Vanitygen.exe -opc:link) -
OCLVanityminer support (Vanitygen.exe -opc:min) - Demo code for target canvas in Fiddler
(canvas.htm) - GPU support for Vanitygen (GPUs.html) - vanity address optimization - performance
reports on the generated addresses - edit list of vanity patterns in a shared.txt file - Share generated
addresses in non-Bitcoin files (pdf, txt,etc) - Export generated addresses to local database, SQL, etc -
GitHub issues page - GitHub repository License: MIT Welcome to the world of blockchain.. there is no
limit and space in the blockchain. This is a virtual wallet for all virtual cryptocurrency. All coins can
be imported to this wallet. Features ✓ Import coins from all exchanges. ✓ Upload your own address
and select your coins. ✓ Remove or import your wallet ✓ Change user name ✓ Change Email
Address ✓ Delete Account ✓ Delete your wallet ✓ Change to a new wallet ✓ Import transaction
history ✓ Import address ✓ Support all coins BTC, ETH, LTC, XRP, XLM and other. ✓ No need to
create a new account ✓ Just a click with Captiainx.net ✓ Similar to social network wallet * What's
New * ✓ Support to other exchanges in the near future ✓ Support only IP address Welcome to the
world of blockchain.. there is no limit and space in the blockchain. This is a virtual wallet for all
virtual cryptocurrency. All coins can be imported to this wallet. Features ✓ Import coins from all
exchanges. ✓ Upload your own address and select your coins. ✓ Remove or import your wallet ✓
Change user name ✓ Change Email Address ✓ Delete Account ✓ Delete your wallet ✓ Change to a
new wallet ✓ Import transaction history ✓ Import address ✓ Support all coins BTC, ETH, LTC, XRP,
XLM and other. ✓ No need to create a new account �

SifterBTC

======== An application that allows users to create custom Bitcoin addresses starting from pre-
defined patterns. The application will allow one to create an address from a given pattern, create a
child address from a parent, create a Bitcoin address string from a given pattern, create addresses
and sub addresses, create hashes from a given address string, generate vanity miner websites, and
generate performances reports. Features: ====== * Create custom Bitcoin addresses * Create
child addresses from parent * Create Bitcoin addresses from a given string * Generate vanity miner
websites * Generate hash strings from a given address string * Generate performances reports *
Preview addresses from the blockchain * Export addresses to external files * Export addresses to
cloud databases * Individual address credit rating * Dashboard of statistics * User-defined custom
patterns * Set custom level of accuracy * Visual settings * CLI based configurability * Platform
independent * Supports CPU/GPU * Supports OCLVanitygen and OCLVanityminer * Pre-defined
patterns from other users License: ========= CC-BY-NC-SA. For more details on the license
terms go to This is free and open source software released under the GNU General Public License.
The licenses are available on the project site, and they are also published in the readme file. For
more details on the licenses, please refer to our documentation. Ease of Use, One-Click Mapping, and
Language Support The following are the features of the new Google My Business (GMB) tool. We've
taken the tool to a new level of simplicity with these first steps: • A new and simplified interface that
is easy to use and navigate • Google provides one-click access to a variety of views which are
determined by your selection of brands, categories, listing types or reviews. These views are
exposed from the left-hand navigation bar and update automatically. • A new, clean and simple
design • We've created a new web preview that shows you how your site will look on a mobile or
desktop device (if you haven't signed up for a Google My Business account, go to
www.google.com/mybusiness/). The previews go to your site in an iframe so you can see the Google
branding and the status of your listing. For information about other Google My Business updates,
visit b7e8fdf5c8
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SifterBTC is a command-line, cross-platform Bitcoin address generator developed using the original
Vanitygen codebase. It allows one to specify a pattern that will be used to generate a randomly
generated address. This pattern can be accessed from a predefined list or sourced from an external
file (see below). Once the address has been generated, a preview can be displayed as well as the
data that can be sent directly to the blockchain. Additionally, the generated addresses can be saved
to a database and matched against others to obtain insights into the performance of a given
configuration. Features: ✅ Pre-defined Patterns Source: External Files, or, from a user-defined list. ✅
Randomization (Algorithm): MD5, SHA256, SHA512, or, Curve25519 (default) ✅ Databases: MySQL,
PostgreSQL, MariaDB, SQLite3, NoSQL MongoDB ✅ Generation of Preview and Data Transactions ✅
OPTIONAL: Pre-defined Speed Reports ✅ OPTIONAL: Specify VanityGen (CLI) Address ✅ OPTIONAL:
Enable Cross-Referencing ✅ OPTIONAL: Expose to Cloud DB (to cross-reference) ✅ OPTIONAL: Include
sample data ✅ OPTIONAL: Include quick-start tutorial ✅ OPTIONAL: Create Performance Reports
Additional Features: ✅ X-Window Installers: OCLVanitygen and OCLVanityminer ✅ 1 GB Memory Limit
✅ Easy to Build ✅ OpenGL Compliant ✅ Cross-Platform ✅ Text-based GUI, CLI, and Python APIs ✅
Command-line app, Windows and Mac OS X both stand-alone and Windows Console Applications ✅
Works with both Linux and Windows via Wine and PlayOnLinux ✅ SifterBTC (Vanitygen 2.0)
Description: SifterBTC is a graphical user interface for the famous Vanitygen command-line vanity
Bitcoin address generator. Unlike its ancestor, Bitcoin Address Generator, SifterBTC can be used to
create and develop custom addresses, starting from pre-defined patterns, which can then result in
unique links that can be shared and used for sending Bitcoin directly. SifterBTC was developed as a
graphical user interface for the famous Vanitygen command-line vanity

What's New In?

◄ User Interface: The user interface that was developed for this project is beautiful, and will provide
a clean, user-friendly experience for all involved. It consists of a tabbed window, where each section
represents a different category, such as patterns, identifiers, and addresses. ◄ Visualizations: The
wallet utilizes two different types of visualizations, one for the addresses generated, and the other
pertaining to the position of the addresses generated on the blockchain. This is courtesy of the
Bitaddress.info API, which is used to extract information about the addresses generated. The aim of
this is to provide a common visual language, which can be used to read address information,
regardless of software or library. ◄ Pre-Defined Patterns: All the output from a given input pattern is
expected to be extracted from the blockchain at a specific time, and is analyzed based on the
information that is available. This means that users need to create a list of patterns in advance, for
these to be the starting points for creating outputs, as the blocks will be processed sequentially. ◄
Cloud Processing: The user interface will also allow for data to be extracted from the blockchain and
stored to a database, for post-processing purposes. This can be done to not only analyze information
such as the addresses created, but also to look for discrepancies in the performance of the different
type of devices being used in the process. ◄ Performance Reports: In the case of
OCLVanitygen/miner, an OpenGL compliant GPU (OpenGL, OpenGL ES, and OpenGL ES 2.0) is
required for the miner to run. This is done to ensure the fastest result possible, regardless of what
hardware is being used. Furthermore, the miners will also provide a performance report, which
includes the idle time, the average time/block, the maximum/idle time and the average IDLE time.
This is shown in the VARVAID column, which is derived from the idle time displayed. ◄ Send Reports:
In the case of OCLVanitygen/miner, a more granular report will be presented, where the user can see
the number of sends for each address, as well as the price, the number of confirms and block times.
The aim is to inform users about certain information related to each address. Additionally, the app
will allow users to use the JavaScript library Bitaddress.info API, which has been designed to fit the
Blockchain that is being used. Extras: ◄ Desktop
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System Requirements For SifterBTC:

1. Hardware: CPU: Intel Core i3/i5/i7 Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 2GB or
AMD Radeon HD 5770 2GB DirectX: DirectX 11 Hard Drive: 19 GB available space 2. Network:
Internet connection 3. OS: Windows 7 64bit or higher 4. Storage: 100 MB free space during
installation 5. Sound Card: DirectX 11 compatible 6. Video Card: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460
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